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Machine Learning Optimizes Evaluation of Raw Business Process Data

Deep Qualicision AI Analyzes Data Streams
As an integral part of the PSI framework for industrial intelligence,
Deep Qualicision AI’s qualitative labeling prepares raw business process data for process owners in an understandable form. This takes
place by qualitatively evaluating directly measurable data in business
processes using KPIs and learning relations to this data. In this way,
new insights are automatically obtained from the raw business process
data, which can then be used to improve organizational measures in the
business processes. This software-based method shows how data stream
analysis by way of artificial intelligence can enhance added value.
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initiate organizational measures. For
example, if for certain variant combinations of product properties deadlines are missed frequently, or if the
unit utilization is reduced, a different
approach can be taken specifically for
products with these properties.
Based on the KPIs, it is also possible
to accurately evaluate what improvement potential the measures to be introduced would offer from a monetary perspective. With a high degree
of certainty the initiation of these
measures will be successful, as the
measures are derived directly from

Figure 1: Qualitative evaluation of process KPIs.
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Figure 2: The Deep Qualicision framework with qualitative relations learned from time series of business process data.
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processes (see Figure 3). As a result, an

proceeding prepares companies for

Deep Qualicision AI as an
Integral Part of the PSI Framework for Industrial Intelligence
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Figure 3: Level model of business process data analysis.
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